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Abstract: Telugu is the native language of those who reside in the Indian states of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. While many 
students in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana study in the English medium, some students study in the Telugu medium because of 
budgetary and other issues. Despite having many skills, Telugu medium students cannot compete with English medium students 
since they only learn everything in Telugu. As a result, Telugu medium students encounter some challenges when they need to 
study for competitive examinations, show up for interviews, and continue their education in the English language. If they learn 
the meaning of important and repeated Telugu scientific terms in English while studying in the Telugu medium, then they can 
overcome this situation. This project extracts Telugu scientific terms from Telugu textbooks and translates them into English 
using a frequency-based approach.  An attempt was made to help them with learning English terminology in this project.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
India is a large country with a wide variety of languages and traditions. One of the languages spoken in the southern region of India 
is Telugu. The native tongue of the inhabitants of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana is Telugu. Telugu is spoken by more than 75 
million people globally. The majority of students in the states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana currently attend English-medium 
schools. However, some children study in Telugu because of various issues, including economic ones. In school, both pupils learn 
new skills, but English-medium students study in English while Telugu-medium students study in Telugu. There are no further 
differences between Telugu-medium students and English-medium students. For example, English medium students learn nitrogen, 
ovary, ovum, contemporary, and emperor, while Telugu medium students learn the same words as 
న తజ (natrajani),అం శయం(andasayam),అండం(andam),సమ న(samakaleena), and చ కవ (chakravathy). Therefore, 
Telugu-medium students face some difficulties while preparing for competitive exams, appearing for interviews, and pursuing 
further education in the English language. They are unable to get jobs due to a lack of English knowledge. To overcome this 
situation, many students use dictionaries and get help from their lecturers and friends. This can be overcome by learning the English 
meanings of key Telugu words while studying in the Telugu medium. This project extracts important words and frequently 
occurring words from Telugu medium textbooks and translates them into English Using a frequency-based methodology, this 
project was developed. The 8th class Telugu-medium biology textbook was chosen for the implementation of the project. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
There are now more studies being done on the Telugu language. In [1], the factors and strategies of translation from English to 
Telugu are explored, and the impact on the learning/ teaching performance of students is interpreted and analyzed. In [2], A 
sentence-by-sentence translation of VemanaSatakam from Telugu to English is implemented using LSTM. Other papers have used 
various strategies to implement Telugu text summarization. 
 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
This approach translates the most frequently repeated words and important words in Telugu documents into English. Some words 
are repeated several times, and some words are not repeated but are important to learn. Both types of words are extracted from a text 
file and translated into English. It was implemented using a frequency-based methodology. 
 
A. Frequency Based Approach 
The input for this method is a text document that contains Telugu text. This text file is divided into words, i.e., word tokenization is 
to be performed. 
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Example 
 అ  డ షల ం  ం న ష .  
 పజ  ప నం  ఆం ధ, లం  ఉ  ఇ  .ఆ ల  అ ర ష. రత శం  అత కం  

తృ ష   షల   ష   నం  ఉం . 
 
B. After Word Tokenization 
' ', 'అ ', ' డ', ' షల', ' ం ', ' ం న', ' ష', '.', ' ', ' ', ' పజ ', ' ప నం ', 'ఆం ధ', ',', 
' లం ', 'ఉ ', '.', 'ఇ ', 'ఆ', ' ల ', 'అ ర', ' ష', '.', ' రత శం ', 'అత కం ', ' తృ ష ', 
' ', ' షల ', ' ', ' ష', ' ', ' నం ', 'ఉం ', '.' 
Now the document has to be filtered by eliminating stop words, full stops, commas, punctuation marks, etc. Any document has 
some words which do not provide any extra meaning to the document. In English, those words are IN, OF, THE, AT, etc. Such 
types of words are called stopwords. The Telugu language has such types of stop words. 
Examples of stop words 
1) అం (antaru)  
2) ఉ (unnai) 
3) (konni)    
4) న(paina)
 
C. Count Frequency 
After filtering the document, the frequency of each word in theremaining file is counted. The words which have the highest 
frequency are called Keywords. 
' ': 2,  ' డ': 1, ' షల': 1, ' ం ': 1, ' ం న': 1, ' ష': 3,  ' ': 2, ' పజ ': 1, ' ప నం ': 1, 
'ఆం ధ': 1, ' లం ': 1, ' ల ': 1, 'అ ర': 1, ' రత శం ': 1, 'అత కం ': 1, ' తృ ష ': 1, ' షల ': 1, 
' ': 1, ' నం ': 1Then select the words that have a frequency count of more than or equal to four and add them to a list. 
Now find words that are important to learn even if they are not repeated many times and add them to another list. After preparing 
the separate lists, merge them into a single list. Now, create a dictionary by adding the English terminology to every Telugu word 
that appears in the list. Now link the dictionary to the merged list of words. 
 

IV. ALGORITHM 
1) Input: Telugu Text File 
2) Output: Translation of Telugu scientific terms into English  
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V. RESULT 
The eighth-class Telugu medium textbook was used for implementing this proposed system. To illustrate the outcome, a brief 
passage from the textbook was taken. 
 
A. Input 

న సం అం  ఏ ? మన  ఉన  కృ క పపంచం ఎ  ప ం  వ   
ర ప ల  అవ హన వ  అం  ఉన  క ల , ఆ ల  మనం  పయ ల  

అ ం  క  న సం అనవ .మన కళ  క న  అ క అం ల ప ంచడం   
యం త ప  సహజ ప యల   ఉం  ప ల  ర ంచడం   మన  ఉన  

పకృ  అవ హన వ . న సం అం  మనం ఎం క న  అం  ఒక కమ పద   
ప ల  రణ ం    ందడం. న సం పకృ  రహ ల  తకడం  ఒక ప కరం  

ఉప గప ం . పకృ  న రహ ల , ల , ర ల  వ  ఉప గప  ష న 
 న సం అ   ఉ హరణల  గమ ం. ధ ఆవరణవ వస  వ ం  వ ల ం  

అం  ట ద వ ం  , అడ ల   ,  ఉం  ప , మ  ఉం  న  ఇ  
ఎ  ర ల ల పవరన  ప వరణ స త   ప .  రల ం  బయట ప  , ఖ ల 

ం  ం  గర స త  పయ ం . ద  పకృ  న  క గ ల  
ం  కృ  ం .   ప లన , ప ధనల  అ క త ష ల  క ం  

పజల  ఆశ ర  ప . 
     
B. Output 

న సం   Science 
 అవ హన   Awareness 
 ప ంచడం   Examining 
 ర ంచడం   Conducting 
 ప వరణ స త    Ecologists 
    Fossils 
 ఖ     minerals 
 గర  స త    Geologists 
ప ధన    research 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This system takes a Telugu document and translates the frequently used words and rarely used important words in that document 
into English. A frequency-based approach is used in this system. In the future, different algorithms can be applied to achieve better 
results. Based on this,mobile applications can be easily developed in the future. 
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